
How a congregant, student, disciple, or
client views his or her rabbi is commonly

dichotomized into the categories “rebbe” and
“rav.” The title “rav” (literally, teacher, great
one) usually connotes a more distant, profes-
sional, scholarly relationship, whereby the
truths that the individual propounds are objec-
tively correct and perhaps even brilliant, but
not necessarily informed by particular empathy
for the individual. On the other hand, when a
rabbi is considered one’s “rebbe” (literally my
teacher), the implication is that this “teacher”
is the source not only of one’s primary Jewish
knowledge (in the sense of “Rebbe Muvhak”
[my most profound teacher]), but also of the
disciple’s outlook on virtually every aspect of
life: hashkafa (weltanschauung), middot (charac-
ter traits), personal relationships, and poten-
tially life-altering decisions. A “rav” is a
consultant whose opinions we take seriously
and whose person we regard as a shining exam-
ple of Torah knowledge, halakhic profundity
and integrity; a “rebbe,” in addition to being
supremely knowledgeable, serves also as amen-
tor, confidante, role model, substitute parent,
and source of significant religious inspiration.
As one of my peers in yeshiva said to me years
ago, “You take a chicken to your rav; to your
rebbe you take your life.”

Not every rav has the capacity or the de-
sire to serve also as a rebbe, nor is every con-
gregant or student interested in becoming a
follower. In Pirkei Avot 1:6, Yehoshua ben Per-
achya states, “Aseh lecha rav” (“make” for your-
self a rav), which is later amplified by R.
Gamliel in 1:16: “Vehistalek min hasafek” (and
thereby remove yourself from doubt). While
it is necessary to consult with knowledgeable
authorities in order to clarify complexities
that one encounters in Jewish law and
thought, is it similarly required to have a
“rebbe” to whom you pose every issue that
presents itself? Furthermore, there are at least

two ways how an existential matter that tran-
scends simple, straightforward halakhah can
be discussed with one’s rav or rebbe: Do we
merely solicit the rabbi’s opinion but ulti-
mately make our own decisions, or do we view
the rabbi’s pronouncement as a pesak, an ob-
jective and therefore indisputable decision
that we are now bound to implement regard-
less of our own personal considerations?

The degree of autonomy from the influ-
ence of the rav or rebbe underlies the nature
of the rebbe-talmid (teacher-disciple) rela-
tionship. Is the ideal situation one in which in-
dividuals with lesser knowledge about Jewish
learning cede all authority over their lives to
their rabbi, in the interests of perfecting their
observance of the commandments and the ap-
plications of Jewish tradition’s underlying
principles? Or is the goal to develop people
who, once instructed and inspired by their
role models, can proceed to assume responsi-
bility for the manner in which they strive to be
servants of God?

Perhaps this question must be answered,
ultimately, as much by the erstwhile rebbe as
the talmid. Should the rebbe nurture his stu-
dents toward independence, in a way similar
to how parents are instructed (see Kiddushin
29a) to raise their children to be independ-
ent? The difficulty, though, in encouraging
people to be religiously autonomous is their
inability to be objective when it comes to living
a virtuous, spiritual, and ethical life; they are
often over-confident that they can reach ap-
propriate conclusions when, in fact, an expert
opinion is necessary to unravel subtle com-
plexities. The ideal, as in so many areas of life,
may lie somewhere in between: Each of us
needs that deeply personal and supportive re-
lationship with a rebbe, but one that also of-
fers the opportunity to develop our own
understanding and practice as upstanding
members of the Jewish people.
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JANUARY: Congregation-Based Organizing:
New Principles for Synagogues

FEBRUARY: Ultra Orthodoxies

MARCH: A Jewish Lens on Immigration Policy

Sh’ma and the JCC of San Francisco sponsor
a Public Forum on Immigration Reform,
March 26.
Sponsored by the Walter and Elise Haas Fund.
For more information visit www.shma.com.
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